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About This Content

This Extra Character Pack for 100% Orange Juice adds 2 new playable characters from developer Orange Juice's games - Nico
and Arthur, and a new campaign featuring them. The new characters come fully voiced!

Toy Store Pack includes:

Arthur from ‘Xmas Shooting’, voiced by Fujiwara Hikaru, aka. Hono

Nico from ‘Xmas Shooting - Scramble!!’, voiced by Kahara Yuu

New, unique Hyper Cards for both characters to bring chaos to the battlefield with!

New music tracks play as Arthur & Nico's themes

An all-new 6-episode campaign featuring both characters, expanding the lore of the game!

The new characters are designed by Orange_Juice’s original staff for the game’s English Steam release, with character and hyper
card art by Hono.
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A cool little application with thoughtful customizations. However any registry cleaning or general optimization software i.e.
Auslogics tools interferes with how this app retains it's license status.. Island Defense is a path-based, tower defense game with a
lot of sprinkles on top. It controls well enough and has some good features that make a passive genre more active with things
like heroes and usable skills. If you've seen a tower defense game before, you've seen this by-the-numbers game with its generic
tessla, machine gun, flame thrower, freeze, rocket and sniper towers. Its a touch screen game that uses only the mouse.
Everything is either on or paused with no increased speed. The only sad part about the game is some of the achievements doesn't
work.. Best game ever. 10\/10. Would play again.

In all seriousness though, this game is a genre-defining work of art that had years of development and years more of community
input and insight. I belive that this work of art should be spread to all users accross the internet, not just Steam users, and that a
Kickstarter program should be started in this respect. This masterpiece is an absolute must-have in any true Steam library,
perfect for anyone, anywhere, and at any time. I cannot stress how much fun I have had with this game.

Countless moments of edge-of-your-seat gameplay for every single hour of the 34 hours that this game takes to complete will
absolutely blow you away. In addition, the tutorial utilizes a revolutionary design; a very clever mix of hand-holding and do-it-
yourself walk-throughs.

The graphics are phenominal and state-of-the-art, and the game even comes with its very own well-intigrated dev-module, that
allows you to create anything you could possibly imagine, and render it in stunning 2D.

In conclusion, this game is a must have.
10\/10. While not a bad game for the price, I have to admit that I enjoyed playing chapters 1 and 2 more than 3. It feels as if this
installment is a bridge to something that will bring the whole story together, but it appears somewhat incomplete and ended
abruptly, leaving the player with more questions than answers. I do not recommend that you play this chapter without playing
the two previous games. Overall, not a bad way to spend an hour or two, but I guess I was somewhat disappointed. I do look
forward to seeing where they take the story from here.. Solid platformer - just when you start feeling like a mechanic or
technique is getting stale, the game either introduces you to a new ability, or ramps up the difficulty. So far, I'm definitely
enjoying it.

Also, though an indie game, the polish is remarkable - both the music and the visuals are very good.. drove me sane. It took me
longer to type this comment perfectly with my nose then it took me to play this game......... There are issues with this game.
Difficult to interact with objects with multiple clicks. It seems to delete the save files too? What!?!
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Bezier is one of the more gorgeous shmups I've run across lately, full of pretty colors that are almost all out to wreck your odd
little ship's day. the action can go from measured and precise in one moment to sheer manic panic in the next heartbeat, all to
the beats of a pretty sweet soundtrack. combat provides pilot experience which, on each new pilot level, opens up an extra
upgrade point that can be used to augment various ship systems or game mechanics -- and they can be completely reset at any
time the player wishes, even in the middle of a level.

each level's structure is simple enough: there's a Judgement timer, and there are Shields (mini-bosses) that one must destroy
before Judgement is reached -- or one's ship will expire, instead. all of this goes on while massive wads of enemies clamber in
from all quarters to smash one's curvy little craft. at the end of each level, there's a brief encounter with the main antagonist, and
then things move on to more difficult times.

Bezier is great fun, it's presented in a superbly stylish way, and the gameplay is well done.
I highly recommend it for any shmup lover!. Graphics are great!

Story and ending horrible. Still trying to figure out what the hell I just accomplished after 3 hours. Also, not scary at all. Not
even slightly.. Pros:
Cheap (If you get it on sale or with a coupon)
Easy
Long enough

Cons:
Too many campy cutscenes
Lots of illogical going back and forth
Low originality
Like most Gogii games, won't shut down quickly (you may have to reboot your computer)
Really bad science.... Apple Jack is a fantastic platform game with great puzzle elements. It\u2019s emphasis varies greatly
from level to level, however it\u2019s generally more on the platforming \u2018execution\u2019 side than the puzzle solving,
but both feel significant - full review: http:\/\/www.agoners.com\/index.php\/the-reviews\/

Apple Jack 2 is basically another 61 levels of Apple Jack. So there\u2019s not too much to add to my previous review of that as
it really is more of the same. Jack still comes with an immensely appley head, the levels are still incredibly varied and fun and
the challenge levels are also very high once again. Full review: http:\/\/www.agoners.com\/index.php\/apple-jack-2-review\/.
Innovative mechanics brought to puzzle-platforming and brilliantly confusing narrative - make this game a great catch. It really
makes your mind think whilst you play and afterwards as well, asking bigger questions than most games and creating great
gameplay alongside.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B4cq9kAdfjc

Check out my playthrough if you want to see more of what the game looks like and my thoughts on it.

But for me, I really can't wait to delve further into this one.. Good games. very easy to understand this game. trying stay alive
long as possble. Heaps of fun. Good job people who make this game.. Bought this add-on just to support the dev. It's not
something everyone would need, but I got the base CPU Cores at 1\/2 off and it has helped me quite a bit! Thanks Tim. The
game looked like a gem, but failed in too many aspects. I played only to the 3d mission, may be it would go better, and there'll
be bugfixes, but in current state I definitely can't recommend it to anyone.

Cons (that's why it is negative after all):
1. The game is very unpolished. Things are little but they are everywhere.
2. AI. It is not stupid, strange mix of bad RNG (it is even worse then in X-Com), good tactics and dumb pathfinding.
3. Bugs. Annoying. Enemy perfectly fine goes through 4 man on overwatch (AP left) and kills one of them in melee. Other time
my soldier shoot on overwatch out of cone of fire...
4. graphics are ok in some places and just bad and unpolished in others, screenshots are carefully picked. X-com like action
camera is the worst part, it is funny here, not dramatic.
5. Combat system is shallow, expected much more from the description.
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Pros:
1. Nice setting
2. Really good atmosphere (when not hindered by funny jumping soldiers), all these films and letters home are very nice.
3. UI is nice, but not as informative as I would like it to be. But very nice.
4. Music is good too.

May be devs shod consider making a movie or a comics. Most good things about this game is, sadly, not about gameplay,.
Serious?
I took two hours and you tell me please help me you are the only one who i can trust
and over
i dont think it sell like 48 yuan
half its enough for this content
but im still interested about story
so i really want to play Vol.2
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